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The chances of anything coming from
Mars...

Hi again, !

I wanted to update you with some exciting news about my writing.

I've finished my sequel to H.G. Well's classic "The War of the Worlds", and am currently
editing it. I hope to have it out and in your hands before too long. But that's not the most
exciting part.

I'm also writing another little bonus story! It's the story of what happened ot the narrator's
wife during the first invasion. As you might recall, the narrator dropped her off with a cousin
in Leatherhead, and then didn't see her again until it was all over.

So what happened to her? How did she survive the attack? What terrible toll did it exact
on her?

That's what I aim to explore in this novella.

And best of all, it'll be entirely free to you, my fabulous newsletter subscribers! That's right,
you don't have to do anything to get a copy of this book, it'll just come to you as long as
you're subscribed.
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NASA Confirms Thousands of Massive,
Ancient Volcanic Eruptions on Mars

Scientists found evidence that a region of northern Mars called Arabia Terra experienced
thousands of "super eruptions," the biggest volcanic eruptions known, over a 500-million-
year period.

Some volcanoes can produce eruptions so powerful they release oceans of dust and toxic
gases into the air, blocking out sunlight and changing a planet’s climate for decades. By
studying the topography and mineral composition of a portion of the Arabia Terra region in
northern Mars, scientists recently found evidence for thousands of such eruptions, or
“super eruptions,” which are the most violent volcanic explosions known.

Read more at NASA

New TV series of Asimov's 'Foundation'
coming soon!
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I read and loved pretty much everything Asimov ever wrote (and he's been a
huge inspiration in my own writing too) and the Foundation Trilogy was one
of his many masterpieces.
Apple TV have made an adaptation which I'm very much looking forward to.
The trailer makes it look very action-packed which the books weren't, but I'm
still optimistic that the team behind it 'get' the source material and will do it
justice.

Check it out!

Haven't read the books yet?

Well, that's easily remedied.

Read it first!

Which of these news items are you the most excited about?

Hit reply, and let me know! 

Mark Hood
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